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Abstract
The design, implementation and application of a natural constraint language NCL are pre-
sented. At the solver level, to support the solving of a large scope of combinatorial problems, a
rich set of conventional constraints is defined within a constraint framework that strongly
combines Boolean logic, integer constraints and set reasoning over finite domains. The basic
computation model for solving conjunctions of elementary constraints with possible existential
and universal quantifications is described using rewrite rules. At the language level, to upgrade
the expressive power, a natural syntax (context-dependent), which completely adopts mathe-
matical notations, is designed. To enhance the constraint handling capability, quantification,
logical switch, referencing mechanism, global/dynamic constraints, meta expressions, multi-
criteria optimization, and search specifications are cooperatively introduced in a single con-
straint system. Compared to existing modeling languages, a strong feature of NCL is: Data,
constraints and control are fully integrated and are clearly separable. Especially, though
NCL deals with several data types such as Boolean, integer, set, index, reference, array and tu-
ple, there is no need to declare data explicitly. This context-sensitive data typing makes
NCL programs direct, concise and liberal. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Natural constraint language; Concise programming; Modeling
1. Introduction
Combinatorial problems such as graph coloring, set partitioning, planning and
scheduling problems are ubiquitous in various areas of science and engineering. Be-
ing usually NP-hard, these problems are in general very dicult to solve. In this
paper, we present a natural constraint language that expresses combinatorial problems
with constraints and solves them by constrained search.
The research being reported is motivated by the observation that constraint pro-
gramming, which consists in reducing a problem to the determination of unknowns
subject to constraints, is a flexible and ecient methodology for solving constraint
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satisfaction problems [15,24,25]. Being a step from algorithmicness to expressiveness
for problem solving, constraint programming allows programmers to concentrate
their mind on high-level modeling of a problem, while free from low-level algorith-
mic considerations.
Constraint logic programming stems from logic programming. In particular, for
many influential constraint logic programming languages like CLP(R) [19],
CHIP [10], PROLOG III [9], as well as BNR-PROLOG [27], ECLiPSe [12], and PRO-
LOG IV [30] constraint solvers are embedded in PROLOG [8]. Constraint program-
ming is not restricted to logic programming languages. In particular, OZ [33] is a
concurrent constraint language oering flexible means for constructing encapsulated
search engines. A strong feature of OZ is its combination of functional programming
and constraint programming. Making it successful in industrial applications, ILOG
Solver [18] provides an ecient C++ library that supports constraint programming.
A general-purpose language can be powerful in dealing with a large scope of prob-
lems. However, when handling hard problems, a heavy platform may to a certain ex-
tent cause overhead for expressive and inferential power of a specific constraint
solver. To overcome such an overhead, designing specific languages suited to solving
constraint problems has become an interesting subject of research in recent years.
Among these researches, modeling languages receive much attention. AMPL [14] is
a language and system for formulating, solving, and helping understand mathemat-
ical programming problems. Several earlier languages like Alice [21], CON-
STRAINTS [35] and ThingLab [5] are languages dealing with constraints, but their
design objectives and implementation techniques are dierent from what is to be pre-
sented in this paper.
The present research is oriented by practical applications. In Refs. [37–39], the
solving of a hard OR problem, the job-shop scheduling problem, by a pure con-
straint language has been continuously simulated and pursued. This paper gives a
complete presentation of the design, implementation and application of a natural
constraint language NCL. As a language of constraints, NCL boasts a rich set of
elementary constraints that can express a large scope of combinatorial problems.
A strong feature of NCL is its natural and declarative syntax which completely
adopts mathematical notations. As a choice, for example, NCL’s syntax can be ex-
pressed in TEX [20].
One important topic of the paper is on set constraints over integers. Research in
this field has started in recent years. Gervet [16] reports on set reasoning using inter-
val propagation: A CLP solver Conjunto (a set domain solver built in ECLiPSe) is
developed for solving combinatorial problems dealing with sets.
Set constraints are also available in ILOG Solver [18,31].
As a direct motivation to the present research, reasoning with sets is also tack-
led in Ref. [37]. In Ref. [37], a delicate set constraint x 2 sigmakx1; . . . ; xn, which
states that x is in the set of all sums of k elements of fx1; . . . ; xng, is defined. Such
constraints require smooth cooperation between integer constraints and set
reasoning.
To cope with complex constraints, in a dierent spirit from previous works, we
construct a constraint framework which, at the language level, strongly combines
Boolean logic, integer constraints and set reasoning over finite domains. Moreover,
to upgrade the expressive power and constraint handling capability, the notions
of quantification, switching mechanism, referencing mechanism, global/dynamic
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constraints and meta expressions are introduced. The link and cooperation between
expressions and constraints of dierent types are very strong. For example, NCL of-
fers referencing mechanism through meta expressions, set constraints and global/dy-
namic constraints: Expressions and constraints over Boolean, integer and set
domains can be ‘‘quoted’’ and collected into a set variable and set expressions/con-
straints over references (a new kind of data type in constraint programming: logical
pointer) can be used as meta expressions. On the one hand, flexible manipulation of
expressions and constraints is enabled. On the other, what merits attention is: Data,
constraints and control are fully integrated and clearly separable. NCL phrases are
declarative and in a relational form. This guarantees that programming in NCL is
simple and natural.
The paper is organized as follows. We first elaborate in a formal way on the basic
computation model of NCL, constrained search, for which operational semantics is
described using rewrite rules. We continue to design a set of elementary constraints
which is rich and clean for expressing a large scope of combinatorial problems. The
notions of set reasoning, global/dynamic constraints, quantified constraints, multi-
criteria optimization, switching, referencing, meta expressions and search specifica-
tion together with NCL’s syntax will be presented progressively. Finally, we illust-
rate the applications of the language, conclude the research, and point out its
perspectives.
2. The basic computation model of NCL
Consistency techniques are widely used in artificial intelligence for solving con-
straints (e.g., arc-consistency in Ref. [24]). Such techniques provide basic methodol-
ogy for the design of constraint solvers of many existing CLP languages.
In this section, we present a unified framework based on consistency techniques
for solving constraints that are essentially conjunctions of elementary constraints
with possible existential and universal quantifications [41]. The basic computation
model of NCL will be described using rewrite rules.
2.1. Preliminaries
Let Z be the set of integers and Z1 be the set Z [ fÿ1;1g, the order relation
6 being extended in the way that ÿ16 k6 1 is true for any integer k. The or-
dered set Z1; 6  has an important property: All subset D of Z (or even Z1) admits
in Z1 a greatest lower bound (denoted by D) and a least upper bound (denoted by
D). Especially we have ;  1 and ;  ÿ1 for the empty set ;. By convention, < is
the strict order relation over Z1; 6 .
Consider the case for sets of integers. PZ is the power-set of Z. Similarly, in
terms of the order relation , all subset S of PZ admits in PZ a greatest lower
bound S, which is the general intersection \S of all elements of S, and a least upper
bound S, which is the general union [S of all elements of S. In particular, we have
;  Z and ;  ; for the empty set ;.
Let VZ be a set of integer variables taking values in Z, with Boolean variables be-
ing special integer variables that take truth values TRUE 1 and FALSE 0. Let VS be
a set of set variables taking values in PZ.
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R denotes a set of relations over Z and PZ.
2.2. Expressions
Expressions are either constraints (Table 1) which represent truth values or func-
tions (Table 2) which represent elements of Z1. In the following, we introduce dot-
ted symbols _^ ; __ and _2 which will be used as essential symbols to formally describe
the operational semantics of NCL. They are distinguished from the symbols ^;_;2
and other connectives or operators which have conventional semantics and are en-
capsulated in elementary relations r.
2.3. Semantics of expressions
Definition 1. Mapping / : VZ [ VS [ Z [ PZ 7! Z [ PZ is an assignment
iff for each d 2 Z [ PZ; we have /d  d;
for each x 2 VZ; we have /x 2 Z;
for each x 2 VS; we have /x 2 PZ:
Definition 2. For any assignment /;Hx;/ denotes the set of all assignments which
coincide with / except possibly over variable x.
Table 1
Constraints
(1) false Falsity
(2) x1; . . . ; xn 2 r Elementary constraint
r is syntactic notation of an n-ary relation in R
xi’s are variables of V
Z [ VS or elements of Z [ PZ
Variables are distinct
(3) x _2 D Domain constraint
x 2 VZ and D  Z or x 2 VS and D  PZ
(4) 8x 2 y p Universally quantified constraint
x 2 VZ; y 2 VS; p is a constraint
(5) 9x 2 y p Existentially quantified constraint
x 2 VZ; y 2 VS; p is a constraint
(6) p _^ q Conjunction of constraints
p; q are constraints. _^ is associative and commutative
(7) p __ q Disjunction of constraints
p; q are constraints. __ is associative and commutative
Table 2
Functions
(8) d Constant (0-ary function)
d 2 Z1
(9) infx; t; p Minimization function
x 2 VZ; t is a function, and p is a constraint
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Definition 3. For any assignment /;Ux;/ denotes the set of all assignments which
coincide with / over variable x, that is, for any u1;u2 2 Ux;/, we have
u1x  u2x.
For any assignment /, the interpretation / of expressions is given in Table 3.
Definition 4. An assignment / is a solution of a constraint p i /p.
Definition 5. Expressions f1 and f2 are equivalent i for each assignment /, we have
/f1  /f2.
c1: Domain constraints x _2 D and y _2 E occur in p. (A normalization condition)
c2: /y is not empty set ;. (A simplification condition)
2.4. Computation rules
An input expression f should satisfy the following conditions:
c3: Connective __ does not occur in f, that is, we are only interested in solving con-
junctions of elementary constraints with possible quantifications. This is essential for
correctness of the rules; see rule 7 and Proposition 7.
c4: At least one variable occurs in an elementary constraint. All variables in the
input are constrained by domain constraints. For a domain constraint x _2 D in
f ;D is finite, and if D is a subset of PZ, its upper bound D is also finite. This is
a sucient condition for the termination of the rules; see rules 17 and 18 and Prop-
osition 6.
c5: No existential quantifier (9) exists in sub-constraints quantified by 8. This is
introduced to simplify the proof of rule 7 in Proposition 7.
In the following, for notations, k 2 Z; d; d 0 2 Z1; x; y are distinct variables, p; q
are constraints, D;E are non-empty sets of Z or PZ, D0;E0 are sets (possibly empty)
of Z or PZ. They are possibly subscripted.
The computation rules transform an input expression into an output expression
by substituting right-hand parts of the rules for sub-expressions of the input. Such
transformations may be conditional. In the conditions, if domain constraint for a
variable does not occur in the rule (possibly the case for rules 10 and 11), Di;D0i will
be implicitly taken to be fkg if xi is constant k;Z if xi 2 VZ, or PZ if xi 2 VS. Syn-
tactically a 62 b means that a does not occur in b.
Table 3
Interpretation
/false  FALSE
/x1; . . . ; xn 2 r  /x1; . . . ;/xn 2 r
/x _2 D  /x 2 D
/8x 2 yp  8u 2 Hx;/;ux 2 uy ! up ^ c1 ^ c2
/9x 2 yp  9u 2 Hx;/;ux 2 uy ^ up ^ c1
/p _^ q  /p ^ /q
/p __q  /p _ /q
/d  d
/infx; t; p  inff/t;ux : u 2 Hx;/ ^ upg
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Normalization
1 9x 2 y p ! false if : c1
2 8x 2 y p ! false if : c1
3 p _^ false ! false
4 p __ false ! p
5 p _^ q1 __ q2 ! p _^ q1 __ p _^ q2
6 9x 2 y p __ q ! 9x 2 y p __ 9x 2 y q
7 8x 2 yp __ q ! 8x 2 y p __ 8x 2 y q
Reduction
8 x _2 ; ! false
9 x _2 D1 _^ x _2 D2 ! x _2 D0 where D0  D1 \ D2
10
x1; . . . ; xn 2 r
_^ x1 _2 D1
. . .
_^ xn _2 Dn
0BB@
1CCA ! x1 _2 D1_^ . . . _^
xn _2 Dn
0@ 1A if D1      Dn  r
11
x1; . . . ; xn 2 r
_^ x1 _2 D1
. . .
_^ xn _2 Dn
0BB@
1CCA !
x1; . . . ; xn 2 r
_^ x1 _2 D01
. . .
_^ xn _2 D0n
0BB@
1CCA if r \ D1      Dn  r \ D
0
1      D0n
D01      D0n  D1      Dn
D01      D0n 6 D1      Dn
Quantification
12
9x 2 y
x _2 D _^ y _2 E
 _^ p
  ! y _2 E _^ p
 
if
x 62 p;
D  E
13
8x 2 y
x _2 D _^ y _2 E
 _^ p
  ! y _2 E0 _^ p
 
if
x 62 p;E  D
E0  E n ;
14
9x 2 y
x _2 D _^ y _2 E
 _^ p
  ! 9x 2 yx _2 D0 _^ y _2 E
 _^ p
 
if
D0  D \ E
D0 6 D
15
8x 2 y
x _2 D _^ y _2 E
 _^ p
  ! 8x 2 yx _2 D _^ y _2 E0
 _^ p
 
if
E0  fD0 2 E : D0  Dg n ;
E0 6 E
16
9xi 2 y
x1; . . . ; xi; . . . ; xn 2 r
_^ xi _2fkg _^ p
  ! x1; . . . ; k; . . . ; xn 2 r_^
9xi 2 yxi _2fkg _^ p
0@ 1A
17
8xi 2 y
x1; . . . ; xi; . . . ; xn 2 r
y _2fDg _^ p
  ! _
V
k2Dx1; . . . ; k; . . . ; xn 2 r
_^
8xi 2 yy _2fDg _^ p
0B@
1CA
Note:  _^ p is an optional part in which false 62 p.
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Enumeration
18 x _2 D! x _2 D1 __ x _2 D2 if D  D1 [ D2; D1 \ D2  ;
Note: x is not quantified by 8.
Optimization
19 infx;d;false ! d
20 infx;d;x _2D ! d 0 where d 0  inffd;Dg
21 infx;d; y _2D ! ÿ1
22 infx;d; y _2D _^ p ! infx;d;p if y 62 p
23 infx;d; x _2D _^ p ! infx;d; x _2D0 _^ p if D0  fd 0 2 D : d 0< dgD0 6 D; false 62 p
24 infx;d; p __ q ! infx; infx;d;p;q
2.5. Soundness of the computation rules
In this subsection, we prove the termination, correctness and completeness of the
computation rules.
Proposition 6. The rules terminate over input expressions.
Proof. Consider the function pair D;D0, regarding domains and connectives, which
is defined in Table 4. Each time a rule is applied, the tuple descends strictly in the
lexicographical order; see Table 5. Because Df and D0f are constrained to be non-
negative integer for an input expression f (see the condition c4), it can be concluded
that one cannot infinitely apply the rules. 
Proposition 7. The rules transform input expressions into equivalent ones.
Proof. According to propositional logic and the interpretation of expressions, one
can verify that the left members of all the rules are equivalent to their right members.
For example, for rules 12 and 13 and any assignment /, we have:
Table 4
Characteristic functions
Expression f Df D0f
false 0 2
x1; . . . ; xn 2 r 1 3
x _2 D jDj2 3
8x 2 y p Dp D0pd
9x 2 y p Dp D0pd
p _^ q Dp  Dq D0p  D0q
p __ q Dp  Dq D0p  D0q 1
d 0 0
infx; t; p Dt  Dp D0t  D0p
Note: d is an arbitrarily large integer. d is an element of Z1.
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12: / 9x2 yx _2D _^ y _2E _^ pÿ 
9u2Hx;/;ux2/y^ux2D^/y2E^/p x 62p
/y2E^/p
/y _2E _^ p DE
13: / 8x2 yx _2D _^ y _2E _^ pÿ 
8u2Hx;/;ux2/y!ux2D^/y2E^/p^/y 6; x 62p
 /y2En;^/p 
/ y _2En; _^ pÿ  ED
We show in particular the soundness of rule 7. Note that in propositional logic,
8xp _ q is not equivalent to 8xp _ 8xq. But the case for rule 7 is special here. Be-
cause initially no __ occurs in the input expression (See the condition c3) and be-
cause, for the constraints, only rules 4–7 and 18 are concerned with __, we prove
in such a context rule 7 is correct.
• First, we set up a condition for any constraints q1 and q2:
There exists a variable x; not quantified by 8; such that
for any assignment /;
8u 2 Ux;/; uq1  FALSE
or
8u 2 Ux;/; uq2  FALSE
0B@
1CA 1
Table 5
Evaluation results
Rule D;D0 for the left member D;D0 for the right member
1, 2 Dp;D0pd (0, 2)
3 0; 2  D0p (0, 2)
4 Dp;D0p  3 Dp;D0p
5 Dp  Dq1  Dq2;D0p  D0q1  D0q2  1
Dp  Dq1  Dq2;D0p  D0q1  D0q2  1
6, 7 Dp  Dq; D0p  D0q2  1d Dp  Dq; D0pd  D0qd2  1
8 (0, 3) (0, 2)
9 jD1j2  jD2j2; 9 jD1 \ D2j2; 3
10 jD1j2      jDnj2; 3m1 jD1j2      jDnj2; 3m
11 jD1j2      jDnj2; H jD01j2      jD0nj2; H
12, 13 Dp  jDj2  jEj2; 9  D0pd Dp  jEj2; 3  D0p
14 Dp  jDj2  jEj2; H Dp  jDj2  jE0j2; H
15 Dp  jDj2  jEj2; H Dp  jD0j2  jEj2; H
16 Dp; 3d  3  D0pd Dp; 3  3  D0pd
17 Dp; 3d  3  D0pd Dp; 3jDj  3  D0pd
18 jD1j  jD2j2; H jD1j2  jD2j2; H
19 (0, 2) (0, 0)
20, 21 jDj2; 3 (0, 0)
22 Dp  jDj2; 3  D0p Dp;D0p
23 Dp  jDj2; H Dp  jD0j2; H
24 Dp  Dq; D0p  D0q 1 Dp  Dq; D0p  D0q
Note: D0p is always greater than 1. m is a positive integer. H signifies ‘‘do not care’’.
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• For rule 18 which introduces new _‘_, because D1 and D2 are disjoint, condition (1)
holds for constraints ‘‘x 2 D1’’ and ‘‘x 2 D2’’.
• We have a case simplification according to condition c5: No existential quantifier
exists in a universally quantified constraint.
• If condition (1) holds for constraints q1 and q2, then (1) is also true for
p _^ q1 and p _^ q2; 8x 2 y q1 and 8x 2 y q2:
• For any constraints q1 and q2 that satisfy condition (1), we have:
8x 2 y q1 __ q2 and 8x 2 y q1 __ 8x 2 y q2 are equivalent:
Thus, by induction principle, rule 7 is correct. 
Proposition 8. The rules are complete for eliminating symbols ;; 8;9; r; inf.
Proof. Given an input constraint which is of conjunctive form, at the termination of
the computation rules, we have successively:
• No domain is ;. Otherwise, reduction rule 8 will reduce it to false.
• Either the output is a single false or there is no false in the output. Otherwise
rules 1–4 are complete for removing false.
• All domains of the variables in the output are singletons. Otherwise, rules 18, 2 or
15 will be applied.
• All quantifiers 8; 9 and quantified variables are eliminated. Otherwise, rules 1 and
2, 6 and 7, 12–17 are complete for removing quantifiers.
• All relations r are eliminated. Otherwise, rules 10 and 11 are complete for remov-
ing relations.
Thus, the output constraint is either a single false, which means the input con-
straint is unsatisfiable, or a constraint of the form p1 __    __pm, where each pi is
of the form x1 _2 fd1g _^    _^ xn _2 fdng, which provides an explicit variable assign-
ment (solution) to the input constraint.
On the other hand, if the input expression is a function, then the rules are com-
plete for eliminating symbol inf and the output is an element of Z1. This is because
in the left members of the six optimization rules the constraint parts cover all possi-
ble forms of output constraints, thus the application of the optimization rules will
terminate only when the function becomes an element of Z1. 
2.6. Explanatory notes to the computation rules
As is seen in the computation rules, four points are crucial: reduction, quantifica-
tion, enumeration and optimization. We give some informal explanations to reduc-
tion, enumeration and optimization, while leaving quantification to be explained
later.
Reduction: cutting search space. For the reduction rule, what is ideal is to compute,
for any constraint of the form x1; . . . ; xn 2 r _^ x1 _2 D1 _^    _^ xn _2 Dn, the mini-
mal Cartesian product r \ D1      Dn and to reduce Di to be ith projection of
r \ D1      Dn for any i 2 1; n.
Given a constraint p, the reduction rules will iterate on each of its elementary con-
straints to reduce the domains of the variables until the rules can no longer be
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applied. This is referred to as constraint propagation in the constraint programming
literature.
In the next section, a set of elementary relations is defined. For any relation r, a
pruning algorithm is available so that, given an n-tuple D1; . . . ;Dn of sets of Z or
PZ, it computes approximately or perfectly r \ D1      Dn.
Enumeration: nondeterministic search. The constraint solving scheme is based on
the hybrid algorithm of the reduction and enumeration rules: Each time the propa-
gation of constraints terminates (the reduction rules can no longer apply), if all the
variables’ domains are not singletons (solution is not concluded), a simple enumer-
ation scheme will be used to search for solutions. The idea is to split the domain of
some non-8-quantified variable into two subsets and deal with the subproblems cor-
responding to these two parts, respectively. As reduction and enumeration go on, the
system will either reach some solution or prove no solution to the subproblem pro-
vided that initially all variables’ domains are finite. In the latter case, the system
backtracks to search other branches for solutions.
In the enumeration rule, the choice of a non-instantiated variable and the splitting
of variables’ domains are left to a heuristic. A general principle for designing search
strategy is the first-fail principle: To cut the search space as actively as possible so as
to give rise to backtracking bottlenecks.
Firstly, search behavior depends greatly on the order in which variables are in-
stantiated. Besides instantiating variables in an order fixed beforehand, some stan-
dard dynamic variable labeling strategies [10,30,33] are:
• Most constrained variable first. This strategy, which conforms to the first-fail
principle, selects a variable that is the most constrained (in terms of the
number of constraints); see the problem ‘‘calculs d’enfer’’ in the application
section.
• Smallest variable domain first. This strategy complies with the first-fail principle in
that, since the size of the variable’s domain is the smallest, hopefully fewer choice
points will be generated and failure or solution can be concluded earlier; see the
problem ‘‘calculs d’enfer’’.
• Greatest variable domain first. This strategy is to cause greatest change to the con-
straint system so that failure is most possible to happen. Thus it is also in accor-
dance with the first-fail principle; see the knight problem in the application
section.
Secondly, enumeration style aects the type of the search tree. Two enumeration
schemes, both of which will lead to a binary search tree, are adopted:
• Binary domain splitting. Split the domain of a variable into two halves and try
both respectively.
• Bound enumeration. First try the lower bound (or the upper bound), then consider
the remaining part of the domain recursively.
Optimization. For optimization, we only consider the case for minimization of an
integer variable because a maximization problem is symmetrical to a minimization
one. For example, to maximize a variable x 2 VZ for a constraint p is equivalent
to minimize ÿx for p.
The optimization algorithm is the depth-first branch-and-bound strategy: Each
time a solution is found, a new upper bound (less than the current solution bound)
for further solutions will be imposed. In the following, only better solutions are
obtained and the solution finally gotten is optimal.
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3. The relation set R
High level of abstraction features in the solving of a problem by constraint pro-
gramming. It requires that problem modeling should be the top concern while algo-
rithmic content shall be hidden.
For a pure language of constraints, it is of critical importance to define the set R
of elementary relations, which provides the ‘‘building blocks’’ for expressing com-
plex constraints and encapsulates low-level matters regarding eciency in such
‘‘blocks’’. From a user point of view, R should be rich, yet clean and conforming
to mathematical conventions.
NCL mainly supports the elementary constraints in Table 6.
3.1. Set constraints
Apart from conventional Boolean and integer constraints, an important feature of
NCL is its capability of handling set variables and solving constraints over sets. Such
an enhancement introduces set reasoning into the language.
Table 6
Elementary constraints
Constraint Note Constraint Note
a Tautology inf A  x Infimum
:a Negation sup A  x Supremum
a ^ b And ]A  x Cardinality
a _ b Or A  ; Empty set
a b Exclusive or A  B Set equality
a! b Implication A 6 B Set disequality
a  b Equivalence A  B Set jointness
x  d Assignment A ¿ B Set disjointness
x6 y Less than/equal to A  B Inclusion
x < y Less than A 6B Non-inclusion
x  y Equal to A  B [ C Union
x 6 y Dierent from A  B \ C Intersection
x  y  z Addition A  B n x Element removal
x  y  z Multiplication A  B n C Set dierence
x  ÿy Integer negation y Pi2A xi Summation
x  jyj Absolute value y  mini2A xi Minimum
x  miny; z Binary min y  maxi2A xi Maximum
x  maxy; z Binary max B  Si2A Ci Union
x  a? y : z If a then x  y
else x  z
B  Ti2A Ci Intersection
x 2 A Membership Vi2A ai Conjunction
x 62 A Non-membership Wi2A ai Disjunction
A  fxg Singleton 6i2A xi Distinct integers
A  x; y Interval ¿ i2ABi Disjoint sets
Constraint Note
" fx1; . . . ; xng ! y1; . . . ; yn Aascendant integer sorting
# fx1; . . . ; xng ! y1; . . . ; yn Descendant integer sorting
d; n denotes an integer constant. x; y; z denote integer variables. a; b; c represent Boolean variables. A;B;C
are set variables. They are possibly subscripted.
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Set constraints enable powerful modeling of combinatorial problems; see the ap-
plications part. In NCL, set constraints can be over integers and references, and are
combined tightly with control and reasoning mechanisms of NCL (to be detailed
later).
3.2. Global/dynamic constraints
As pointed out in Ref. [36], constraint programming handles constraints locally,
though it searches for solutions globally. To remedy the locality of constraint prop-
agation, a good solution is to introduce global constraints [1,32]. Peculiar to NCL, we
introduce global and dynamic constraints. First, an important feature of these con-
straints is that they are set variable guided. That is, for the subscripted variables,
their subscripts range in variable sets. This ‘‘small’’ detail, which greatly increases
the complexity, is very important to enhance the link and cooperation between Bool-
ean, integer and set constraints, thus making possible a natural syntax. Second, these
global constraints are ‘‘combinatorial’’. For example, the distinct-integers constraint
[17,32] plays an important role: It permeates combinatorial problems to such an
extent that we take it for granted [38].
To introduce the set-guided dynamic constraints is mainly motivated by the pre-
vious work [37]. Thanks to these constraints, designing a natural syntax for a pow-
erful constraint language, which is one goal of [37], becomes realistic. Let us see
a simple example. Zhou [37] introduces a partial sum constraint y 2P
mx1; . . . ; xn which states that y is the sum of some m elements of x1; . . . ; xn. This
constraint can be easily replaced with the global summation constraint y Pi2A xi
with the set variable A used and set constraints ]A  m; A  1; n imposed.
3.3. The sorting constraints
Considering the important role played by sorting in all areas of computer sci-
ence, the useful general-purpose sorting constraints are specially introduced in
NCL. Some works carried out on such an issue can be found in Refs. [3,28,37]. Es-
pecially, Ref. [3] presents a highly ecient algorithm for solving the sorting con-
straint. This algorithm is introduced in NCL in the place of the simple algorithm
for the sortk constraint (a useful redundant constraint for the generalized sorting
program in Ref. [37]). The definition of sorting constraint introduces conventional
sorting algorithm in constraint programming which has important application in
scheduling problems.
3.4. Boolean-controlled constraints
Besides the elementary constraints and the sorting constraints presented above,
NCL manipulates Boolean-controlled constraints: For any elementary constraint c,
it is legal to write a  c, where a is a Boolean variable that controls the truth value
of c. This also means that we can flexibly obtain the truth value of any constraint;
a constraint is itself a Boolean expression. So constraints of NCL are closed for
Boolean relations.
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3.5. Constraints over references
Besides regarding a constraint as a Boolean expression, NCL also provides con-
straints over references to integer, Boolean and set expressions: For any integer,
set or Boolean expression e, it is legal to write ‘e’ to retrieve the name of the expres-
sion and post set constraints over quoted expressions. To our knowledge, NCL is the
first constraint language dealing with references (logical pointers – a new kind of
data for constraints). As the usefulness and flexibility of pointers in a procedural lan-
guage are well known, the introduction of references in a constraint language makes
NCL highly flexible and expressive.
4. The natural syntax of NCL
The carefully defined set of elementary constraints is rich, yet very complex. On
the one hand, as will be seen, they make possible a natural syntax. On the other, they
need a natural syntax; it is dicult to accommodate them in a host language like
PROLOG. The principle here is to guarantee the cleanness and clearness of constraint
description and the eciency of constraint solving. NCL completely adopts mathe-
matical notations (which can be cleanly expressed in, but not restricted to TEX math-
ematical mode) to describe constraint problems. We think it is a good idea to take
TEX [20] as an instance for NCL’s syntax because TEX is widely used by researchers
for document preparation. Especially, TEX is very good for expressing nested/struc-
tured mathematical expressions. We can visualize perfectly what we want to express
by DVI, which is very convenient for documentation. Apart from TEX, NCL can also
adopt mathematical markup languages like W3C. In short, NCL provides a direct
connection to graphical interface.
In the syntax, all symbols in slanted type are non-terminal symbols, with program
being the start symbol. All other symbols are terminal symbols. In particular, VAR
denotes an integer, set or Boolean variable. INT denotes an integer. Their syntax is
the same as that for a C language variable. The variable types are context sensitive
(to be explained later). The big circle signifies a constant or an array of constants
(of integer, set or Boolean type depending on the context) to be input. The  means
that the corresponding expression should be instantiated. The question mark ?
means that the corresponding expression should be computed and output. t is the
empty space symbol.
All symbols in the syntax take their natural meanings. Thus, the syntax conforms
to the semantics of the elementary constraints. All operation symbols follow conven-
tional precedence and associativity. For example, set connectors (n;\;[;2) have
higher precedence than integer connectors (unary ÿ;;;;ÿ), followed by Bool-
ean connectors (:;^;;_;!;). Moreover, for yielding good formatting eects, the
parser neglects formatting symbols of TEX (e.g., $, etc.).
Such a syntax makes NCL programs declarative, liberal, and concise. First,
NCL supports declarative programming: To solve a constraint problem, we state a
problem in a usual way – formulating the problem using NCL’s constraints and spec-
ifying an appropriate search strategy using NCL’s control mechanisms. Second, pro-
gramming in NCL is quite liberal: We do not need to care how to declare the data
explicitly; variables and constants can be introduced in a convenient way as we need.
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In most cases, we do not need to care about the ordering of our program’s state-
ments. Third, programming in NCL is concise and natural: We work with conven-
tional mathematical notations and expressions; TEX notations serve as good
reminders for coding our constraints and expressions.
4.1. Overall structure
program :: statements:
statements :: phrase j phrase ; statements
j optimize j optimize ; statements
optimize :: min intexp j max intexp
phrases :: phrase j phrase ; phrases
phrase :: basic j quantified
j conditional j phrase ; phrases
A program in NCL is a sequence (freely ordered except for strongly context-
dependent phrases) of optimization objectives (see min intexp and max intexp), basic,
quantified and conditional phrases. Here, optimization, quantification and logical
switch are control constructs of NCL. In particular, a programmer can specify mul-
ti-criteria optimization objectives for integer expressions. The priority of the criteria
follows their order.
4.2. Phrases
Basic phrases
basic :: t j constraint j query
constraint :: intctr j setctr j boolctr
query :: intexp ask j setexp ask j boolexp ask j boolexp ask
A basic phrase can be a constraint or a query. NCL handles integer, set and Bool-
ean constraints. In query, user can instantiate or output instantiated integer, set,
Boolean expressions (see intexp  ask, setexp  ask; boolexp  ask).
Quantified phrases
quantified :: 9 index phrase j 8 index strategy phrase
index :: VAR 2 setexp j ‘VAR’ 2 setexp
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First, NCL supports quantifications over integer variables as well as referenced in-
teger/set/Boolean variables (see index). Second, in a universally quantified phrase,
search specification for variable enumeration can be specified flexibly (see strategy
which is to be expanded later).
Conditional phrases
conditional :: switch j ifthenelse
switch :: ?intexpintswitchs j ?setexpsetswitchs
intswitchs :: intswitch j intswitch ; intswitchs
setswitchs :: setswitch j setswitch ; setswitchs
intswitch :: intmatch : phrases
setswitch :: setmatch : phrases
intmatch :: t j intexp
setmatch :: t j setexp
ifthenelse :: boolexp) phrase j boolexp) phrases ; phrases
The functionality of logical switch is similar to the switch of the C language.
NCL will execute (only) the first branch phrase for which the condition part is satis-
fied. A special case is Boolean switch, which can be considered a rule.
4.3. Constraints
In NCL Boolean, integer, and set constraints are mixed together through nested
expressions and references. Such a mixture makes NCL highly flexible for expressing
complex constraints.
Integer constraints
intctr :: intexp intexp j intexp 6 intexp j intexp< intexp
j intexp6intexp j intexp> intexp j intexpP intexp
j " setexp!tuple j # setexp!tuple j 6indices intexp
j 6 setexp j intctr
indices :: index j index ; indices
For 6 setexp; setexp is restricted to be a set of integer references. 6 setexp states
that all the integer expressions corresponding to the references contained in setexp
should be distinct integers.
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In the sorting constraints (ascendant and descendant) " setexp ! tuple and
# setexp ! tuple, setexp should be referenced integer set expression and tuple
should be integer tuple. The algorithm used here is described in Ref. [3].
Set constraints
setctr :: intexp 2 setexp j intexp 62 setexp j refcst 2 setexp j refcst 62 setexp
j setexp  setexp j setexp 6 setexp j setexp  setexp j setexp¿ setexp
j setexp  setexp j setexp 6 setexp j setexp  setexp j setexp 6 setexp
j ¿ indices setexp j ¿ setexp j setctr
In ¿ setexp; setexp is restricted to be a set of set references. The constraints state
that all the set expressions corresponding to the references contained in setexp should
be disjoint sets.
Boolean constraints
boolctr :: variable j :boolexp j boolexp ^ boolexp
j boolexp  boolexp j boolexp _ boolexp j boolexp ! boolexp
j boolexp  boolexp j boolexp 6 boolexp j boolexp  boolexp
j boolexp 6 boolexp j Vindices boolexp j Windices boolexp
j V setexp j W setexp j boolctr
For
V
setexp and
W
setexp; setexp is restricted to be a set of Boolean references.
They state that the conjunctions or disjunctions of the Boolean expressions corre-
sponding to the references contained in setexp should be true.
4.4. Expressions
Apart from integer and set expressions, recursively a constraint and furthermore a
reference (by analogy to pointers in language C) to an expression is regarded as an
expression.
Integer expressions
intexp :: INT j variable j 
j inttup j  intexp j ÿ intexp
j jintexpj j intexp intexp j intexp ÿ intexp
j intexp intexp j intexp intexp j boolexp?intexp : intexp
j minintexp; intexp j maxintexp; intexp j ]setexp
j inf setexp j sup setexp j minindices intexp
j maxindices intexp j
P
indices intexp j
P
indices boolexp
j min setexp j max setexp j P setexp
j intexp
For min setexp;max setexp and
P
setexp, setexp is restricted to be a set of integer
references. They compute respectively the minimum, maximum and sum of the inte-
ger expressions corresponding to the references contained in setexp.
Set expressions
setexp :: ; j variable j  j settup
j ftupleg j intexp; intexp j setexp n intexp j setexp n refcst
j setexp n setexp j setexp \ setexp j setexp [ setexp j Tindices setexp
j Sindices setexp j T setexp j S setexp j setexp
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For
T
setexp and
S
setexp, setexp is restricted to be a set of set references. They
compute respectively the union and intersection of the set expressions corresponding
to the references contained in setexp.
Boolean expressions
boolexp :: constraint j  j booltup
A constraint can be used as a Boolean expression. This enables flexible manipu-
lation over constraints (see quantification and dynamic constraints).
4.5. Tuples
tuple :: series j 8 indices series
series :: atom j atom ; series
atom :: intexp j setexp j boolexp j refcst
inttup :: intcst j intcst ; inttup
settup :: setcst j setcst ; settup
booltup :: boolcst j boolcst ; booltup
reftup :: refcst j refcst ; reftup
In short, a tuple is an ordered set whose elements are of identical type.
4.6. References
refcst :: ‘intexp’ j ‘boolexp’ j ‘setexp’
A novelty of NCL is that a new kind of data type reference is introduced: The
name of an integer, Boolean or set expression can be used as a reference. Constraints
over references can then be used together with quantification, set constraints, and
global/dynamic constraints. The referencing mechanism oers meta-level control in
NCL programs.
4.7. Variables
variable :: VAR j VARsubscripts j VARreftupsubscripts
subscripts :: subscript j subscript ; subscripts
subscript :: simplexp j refcst
refcst is universally quantified referenced variable or declared simple reference.
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Variables are the most liberal objects in NCL. The design of their syntax provides
a great convenience for programmers and modelers.
First, there is no need to explicitly declare variables in NCL. Just like PROLOG,
the syntax is completely of a relational form. However, a variable’s allocation hap-
pens at its first occurrence in a constraint program. At first occurrence, either vari-
able type (Boolean, integer and set) is explicit in the context, or NCL will force it to
be an integer variable if its first letter is a lowercase letter or a set variable if its first
letter is an uppercase letter.
Second, NCL supports multi-dimensional array of variables (subscripted vari-
ables). One limitation is that, at the first occurrence of a subscripted variable, there
should be enough information to limit the ranges of its subscripts so that the sys-
tem can allocate a finite array of variables for it. Otherwise, an error message will
be sent.
Third, subscripts can be simple expressions involving variables (see simplexp). For
variables, there are in fact two cases: (1) 8-quantified variable; (2) instantiated integer
variable.
Fourth, subscripts can be simple references. There are in fact two cases: (1) 8-
quantified referenced variable; (2) referenced simple expressions. Note that a refer-
ence is a name. So even if we have A  1; 4; ‘A’ and ‘1; 4’ are considered dierent
references.
Fifth, NCL provides a convenient mechanism to link a tuple of variables to a sub-
scripted variable (i.e., VAR
reftup
subscripts). This is in fact a transfer of a tuple of references.
See for example the first puzzle in the applications part.
These natural conventions on variables make NCL very user-friendly. With the
complete natural syntax, programming in NCL becomes no more than a modeling
work of a mathematician with a pen and a sheet of paper in a liberal and convention-
al style. This becomes evident if we consider that NCL’s syntax is indeed a direct con-
nection to graphical interfaces.
4.8. Instantiation & output
ask :: ?style j  style
style :: t j dir j rel ? dir : dir
rel :: float  float j float 6 float j float6 float j float P float
j float > float j float < float j rel
dir :: ! j  j ) j (
In ask, the ? signifies that the expression should be instantiated and its value
should be output; the  signifies instantiation only. There can be four instantiat-
ion styles controlled by if-then-else specification (see rel ? dir : dir): lower-
bound-first enumeration, upper-bound-first enumeration, lower-part-first binary
domain splitting, and upper-part-first binary domain splitting. See the search
strategy specification for job-shop scheduling in the applications part for an
example.
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4.9. Search strategy
strategy :: t j ! minmax
minmax :: min float j min float ; minmax j max float j max float ; minmax
NCL’s syntax is declarative. However, the operational semantics of optimization
objective (see previously presented phrase optimize) and search strategy (see
strategy) specifications in NCL are procedural. First, for dierent instantiation parts,
NCL will always first process an early occurring instantiation goal. Second, for an
instantiation goal controlled by a search strategy (see strategy), the search engine will
instantiate first a variable over which the optimization objectives specified in minmax
are satisfied. As a good example, the search strategy specification for job-shop sched-
uling in the applications part illustrates the idea.
4.10. Simple expressions
simplexp :: intcst j simplexp  simplexp
j simplexp  simplexp j simplexp ÿ simplexp
j  simplexp j ÿ simplexp j simplexp
intcst :: INT j VAR
setcst :: ; j intcst; intcst j finttupg j VAR
boolcst :: VAR
In intcst; VAR is instantiated or universally quantified integer variable.
In setcst; boolcst; VAR is instantiated set or Boolean variable.
4.11. Simple float expressions
float :: intcst j Dintexp j Dsetexp j Dboolexp
j intexp j intexp j boolexp j boolexp
j float  float j float ÿ float j float  float j float=float
j  float j ÿ float j PfloatVARfloat float j PVAR2Dintexp float
j PVAR2Dsetexp float j PVAR2setexp float j PVAR2setexp float j float
In the index parts, Dintexp signifies the domain of intexp; Dsetexp; setexp and setexp
signify the uncertain part, lower bound, and upper bound of setexp.
5. Comments on some original features
Context-sensitive data typing. Compared to existing modeling languages, one of
NCL’s features is: In NCL, data, constraints and control are fully integrated; the syn-
tax is context-dependent. Especially, though NCL deals with several data types such
as Boolean, integer, set, index, reference, array and tuple, there is no need to declare
data explicitly; in an NCL program, variables and constants can be introduced in a
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convenient way. This intelligent data typing makes NCL programs direct, concise,
and liberal. A good example to illustrate this is the program for solving the knight
problem; see the application section.
Set reasoning. As a reference to set constraints over integers, [31] presents set con-
straints of ILOG Solver. Gervet [16] defines a constraint solver using interval propa-
gation to reason about sets.
Slightly dierent from Refs. [16,31] which use interval conception for represent-
ing a set variable’s domain, in our constraint system, a set variable A’s domain is
represented by two sets of integers: basic part basicA and fuzzy part fuzzyA.
All integer in its basic part belongs certainly to A, that is, basicA  domA.
Integers that are not known whether to be in A or out of A are collected in fuzzy
part of A, that is, fuzzyA  domA ÿ domA. Based on such a conception, solv-
ing constraints over set variables roughly comes to the same as usual constraints
over integer variables. In fact, the reduction rule for an integer variable’s domain
deals with a single set of integers: reducing the set to a singleton or empty set,
while the reduction rule for a set variable’s domain deals with two sets of inte-
gers: reduce its fuzzy part to an empty set and instantiate the variable to its final
basic part.
More importantly, regarding set constraint solving, NCL distinguishes it from
ILOG Solver and Conjunto by allowing set reasoning over references through meta
expressions, quantifications and global/dynamic constraints; see the following fea-
tures. These mechanisms enable constraints over sets of constraints as well as sets
of sets.
Quantifications. A careful theoretical study on quantifications is presented in Sec-
tion 2. One novelty lies in that quantifications are over variable sets of objects of
types Boolean, integer and set.
First, the domain of the quantifier can be a variable, thus the quantifications are
dynamically handled. Second, not only integer quantifier is provided, NCL also pro-
vides powerful quantifications over sets of referenced integer, Boolean, and set ex-
pressions. Such mechanisms enable flexible manipulation of constraints and
expressions. A good example to illustrate this is the problem of Calculs d’enfer;
see the application section.
Global/dynamic constraints. A global/dynamic constraint can have up to two indi-
ces. Indices can be integer variable or referenced integer, Boolean and set variables.
Let us take 6i2A xi for an instance. Here i is an index for the distinct-integers con-
straint. It ranges in the variable set A. For solving the constraint, the idea is roughly
the same as that for processing universal quantifications: First fix all xi’s that are cer-
tainly involved in the distinct-integers constraint and enforce the constraint. Then in
another loop check consistency so as to reject impossible values from the fuzzy part
of set A.
The system maintains two lists of variables for a dynamic constraint, namely basic
list and candidate list, respectively for variables definitely involved in the constraint
and those possibly involved.
Meta expressions. In NCL, constraints and expressions are combined perfectly. A
constraint over Boolean, integer and set expressions is itself a Boolean expression.
This makes NCL highly expressive for solving constraint problems.
Combined tightly with set reasoning, quantifications and global/dynamic con-
straints, references (to integer, set and Boolean expressions/constraints) can be used
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to enforce the reasoning. An expression or constraint can be quoted as a reference
(logical pointer) and collected into a set. Then in cooperation with quantification,
set reasoning and global/dynamic constraints, flexible manipulations can be used to
achieve powerful expressivity and greater eciency. For example, a set of con-
straints can be collected in a set variable A, and we hope to express that all the
constraints in A should be satisfied. This is very easy: We simply state
V
A. Or
we hope to express a set of sets and compute the general union of it. This is very
easy: We simply collect their references into a set variable A and use the set expres-
sion
S
A.
Supervised constraint propagation. Data declaration happens at its first occurrence
in the program. Later in the re-use of a subscripted variable, constraints over it will
be supervised by NCL. This avoids the access to a variable that is out of its subscript
range. That is, constraint propagation will become more secure. In addition, a refer-
ence to an invalid entity is simply an empty reference; see the knight problem in the
application section.
6. Applications of NCL
NCL is the consequence of practical applications of constraint programming; see
Refs. [37,38]. It supports precise and concise modeling of combinatorial problems.
While this paper mainly presents the theoretical part of the language, we handle a
few combinatorial problems using the NCL interpreter to give a feel of programming
in NCL. The emphasis is to illustrate the syntax. All results are obtained using
NCL interpreter on a Pentium/300 Hz.
Before illustrating the applications of the natural constraint language, we empha-
size two crucial points for solving combinatorial problems by constraint program-
ming: constraint model and search specification. A good constraint model is
essential. It should be designed to help express constraints and should account for
ecient search strategy that fully exploits the combinatorial structure of the
problem.
6.1. Logical and meta controls in NCL
NCL is a declarative language. However, it also oers control mechanisms such as
loop (achieved by universal quantification) and conditional switch similar to the C
languages. Two additional typical logical controls are existential quantification
and multi-criteria optimization.
First, here is a simple example for universal quantification over variable sets of
constraints:
A  f‘1 < 2’; ‘1 2 ÿ1; 10’; ‘a  b’g;
B  f‘a! b’; ‘b! a’; ‘a _ b’g;
‘1 < 2’ 2 A;PA  1;PB  2; ]A  2; ]B  2;
8‘i’ 2 A 8‘j’ 2 Bx‘i’;‘j’  i ^ j; x‘i’;‘j’  ?;
:a; b;A  ?;B  ?; x‘1<2’;‘a_b’  ?:
2
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The answer is:
x1<2;a!b  T ; x1<2;a_b  T ; xab;a!b  F ; xab;a_b  F ;
A  f‘1 < 2’; ‘a  b’g;B  f‘a! b’; ‘a _ b’g; x1<2;a_b  T :
Note that here subscripts of the variables are references to constraints. The second
example concerns existential quantification over sets of sets:
9‘A’ 2 f‘fg’; ‘ÿ3; 0’; ‘f2; 4; 6g’g
9‘B’ 2 f‘7; 6’; ‘1; 5’; ‘f2; 4; 7g’g
A  B;A  ?;B  ?:
3
The answer is:
fg  fg; 7; 6  fg:
The third example concerns logical switch:
A  1; 5; ]A > 0; inf B > 1; sup B < 3; true;
?A
; : B  1; 5 )  \OK : " ; \Bad : " ;
f1; 3; 5g : B  ; )  \OK : " ; \Bad : " ;
1; 5 : B  f1; 3; 5g )  true ; :true ;
: A  B )  \OK : " ; :true 
;
A  ?;B  ?:
4
The answer is:
OK : A  f1; 3; 5g; B  fg:
Bad : A  f1; 3; 5g; B  f2g:
OK : A  f2g; B  f2g:
We also give an example for multi-criteria optimization:
A  f1; 5; 7; 18g;B  f0; 2;ÿ1; 9g;C  f1;ÿ3; 5;ÿ10; 7g;
z  x y; z 2 A; y 2 B; x 2 C;max x;min y;max z: 5
The answer is:
x maximized to 7
y minimized to 0
z maximized to 7
6.2. Calculs d’enfer
This problem is taken from Ref. [34]. We express it using NCL. The problem
requires to assign distinct integers to 26 letters.
6 refset; 6
refset  ‘a’; ‘b’; ‘c’; ‘d’; ‘e’; ‘f ’; ‘g’; ‘h’; ‘i’; ‘j’; ‘k’; ‘l’; ‘m’;
‘n’; ‘o’; ‘p’; ‘q’; ‘r’; ‘s’; ‘t’; ‘u’; ‘v’; ‘w’; ‘x’; ‘y’; ‘z’
 
; 7
8 idx 2 1; 26xreftupidx 2 ÿ100; 100; 8
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where reftup is ‘a’; ‘b’; ‘c’; ‘d’; ‘e’; ‘f ’; ‘g’; ‘h’; ‘i’; ‘j’; ‘k’; ‘l’; ‘m’; ‘n’; ‘o’; ‘p’; ‘q’,‘r’; ‘s’;
‘t’; ‘u’; ‘v’; ‘w’; ‘x’; ‘y’; ‘z’.
Duplicate the names of e and n:
e1  e; e2  e; n1  n; 9
The following interesting constraints should be satisfied:P f‘z’; ‘e’; ‘r’; ‘o’ g  0;P f‘o’; ‘n’; ‘e’ g  1;P f‘t’; ‘w’; ‘o’ g  2;P f‘t’; ‘h’; ‘r’; ‘e’; ‘e1’ g  3;P f‘f ’; ‘o’; ‘u’; ‘r’ g  4;P f‘f ’; ‘i’; ‘v’; ‘e’ g  5;P f‘s’; ‘i’; ‘x’ g  6;P f‘s’; ‘e’; ‘v’; ‘e1’; ‘n’ g  7;P f‘e’; ‘i’; ‘g’; ‘h’; ‘t’ g  8;P f‘n’; ‘i’; ‘n1’; ‘e’ g  9;P f‘t’; ‘e’; ‘n’ g  10;P f‘e’; ‘l’; ‘e1’; ‘v’; ‘e2’; ‘n’ g  11;P f‘t’; ‘w’; ‘e’; ‘l’; ‘f ’ g  12;
10
The objective is to minimize the maximum of the absolute values of xi:
min maxi21;26jxij: 11
The search and query are stated as follows:
e  !; n  !; i  !; o  !; t  !; 12
8‘i’ 2 refset! min Dii  ?!; 13
The idea here is to instantiate the most constrained variables e; n; i; o; t first, then to
instantiate the rest in a smallest-domain-first order. The enumeration mode is lower-
bound-first.
On a Pentium 300, it takes 2.0 s and altogether 2243 backtracks to find the opti-
mum solution and prove its optimality:
a  ÿ16; b  ÿ14; c  ÿ13; d  ÿ12; e  ÿ10; f  4; g  13;
h  ÿ1; i  ÿ3; j  ÿ11; k  ÿ9; l  16; m  ÿ8; n  11;
o  0; p  ÿ6; q  ÿ4; r  15; s  2; t  9; u  ÿ15;
v  14; w  ÿ7; x  7; y  ÿ2; z  ÿ5;
maxi21;26 jxij  16:
6.3. Square packing
The square packing problem consists in filling a big square of side d by n small
squares of sides si:
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d  112; n  21; 14
8i 2 1; nsi  50;42;37;35;33;29;27;25;24;19;18;17;16;15;11;9;8;7;6;4;2; 15
This problem is taken from Ref. [30]. We show how set constraints can be applied
to solve the problem. Let Xi and Yi represent the set of abscissas and ordinates of the
ith square. The problem is stated as follows.
All squares’ coordinates range from 1 to d:
8i 2 1; n Xi  1; d; Xi  xi; xi  si ÿ 1; ]Xi  si;
Yi  1; d; Yi  yi; yi  si ÿ 1; ]Yi  si
 
; 16
The squares do not overlap:
8i 2 1; nÿ 1 8j 2 i 1; n Xi¿Xj _ Yi¿ Yj; 17
Because the sum of the sides of squares that intersect a horizontal or vertical line
in the big square must be d, we add the following redundant constraints:
8i 2 1; d d 
P
j21;ni 2 Xj  sj;
d Pj21;ni 2 Yj  sj
 
; 18
The search and query are stated as:
8i 2 1; n ! min xiXi  ?!; 19
8i 2 1; n ! min y
i
 Yi  ?!: 20
Here, the strategy is to pack small squares first to the left-lower corner of the big
square.
On a Pentium/300, the first solution is found at 194 backtracks using 7.2 s; see
Fig. 1. The traversal of the search tree takes 375 s at 9516 backtracks. There are
altogether eight symmetrical solutions.
6.4. The knight problem
A knight has to move from the left-upper corner of the chessboard, occupying
once and only once all squares of the chessboard except the first one (twice), finally
coming back to the start point.
This problem is a special case of the Hamiltonian circuit problem [23]. In Ref.
[38], a simple constraint program for solving the problem is given. The data structure
is organized as follows: xi;j represents the number of steps for the knight to reach
square i; j, where i is the column and j is the row.
The knight takes altogether 64 steps on the 8 8 chess-board:
8i 2 1; 8 8j 2 1; 8 xi;j 2 1; 64; 21
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6i21;8;j21;8 xi;j; 22
It starts from (1,1) to (2,3) and finally returns to (1,1) from (3,2):
x1;1  1; x2;3  2; x3;2  64; 23
Based on the fact that there are exactly one entry step and one exit step to and
from i; j. The following is stated:
Fig. 1. Solutions to the square packing and knight problems.
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8i 2 1; 8 8j 2 1; 8

P ‘xi1;j2 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’; ‘xi1;jÿ2 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’;‘xiÿ1;j2 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’; ‘xiÿ1;jÿ2 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’;
‘xi2;j1 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’; ‘xi2;jÿ1 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’;
‘xiÿ2;j1 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’; ‘xiÿ2;jÿ1 ÿ xi;j  ÿ1’;
‘xi;j  1’
8>><>>>:
9>>=>>>;  1;
P ‘xi1;j2 ÿ xi;j  1’; ‘xi1;jÿ2 ÿ xi;j  1’;‘xiÿ1;j2 ÿ xi;j  1’; ‘xiÿ1;jÿ2 ÿ xi;j  1’;
‘xi2;j1 ÿ xi;j  1’; ‘xi2;jÿ1 ÿ xi;j  1’;
‘xiÿ2;j1 ÿ xi;j  1’; ‘xiÿ2;jÿ1 ÿ xi;j  1’;
‘xi;j  64’
8>><>>>:
9>>=>>>;  1
;
24
The search and query are:
8i 2 1; 8 8j 2 1; 8 ! min xi;jxi;j  ?!: 25
Here, the strategy is to fix early steps first. The enumeration mode is lower-bound-
first.
On a Pentium/300, the constraint program finds the first solution at 500 back-
tracks using about 2.7 s; see Fig. 1. As proved theoretically in Ref. [23], the number
of knight’s tours equals 33,439,123,484,294.
From this example, we see the powerful role played by meta expressions. It gives
an idea how constraints mixed of expressions of dierent types (Boolean, integer, set,
reference) can be used together in a coherent and concise way.
Till now, the expressivity and eciency of NCL is illustrated. The ease of pro-
gramming lies in that conventional mathematical notations are used to describe a
problem. The eciency lies in that powerful reasoning components can be compactly
and cooperatively connected in an NCL program. In the following we will address
some more practical applications of NCL.
6.5. Job-shop scheduling
In Refs. [37,39], several hard instances of the famous job-shop scheduling problem
[26] are solved using the NCL prototype. We show that the solution can be improved
by better handling some delicate issues. We mainly illustrate the concise modeling of
the sorting constraint, the partial sum constraint and the search strategy which play
important roles in the solving of the problem. We show also how complex search
strategy can be formulated more clearly in NCL. Using the improved constraint mod-
eling, the solution of the job-shop problem is improved in the sense that fewer choice
points are required. For example, the constraint program given in Ref. [37] solves
completely Muth and Thompson’s 10 10 instance mt10 [26] using 69665 back-
tracks, while the improved program solves it using 31080 backtracks, without special
forward checking techniques as used in Ref. [39].
6.5.1. The sorting program revisited
The sorting constraint states that an n-tuple of integers y1; . . . ; yn is ascendant
sorting of another n-tuple of integers x1; . . . ; xn. This constraint and its use for
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solving the famous job-shop scheduling problem is first elegantly presented in
Ref. [28]. As studied in Ref. [37], the sorting constraint is generalized to accommo-
date permutation variables and the constraint program for sorting is included in the
job-shop scheduling program to solve the problem. Note that recently in Ref. [3], a
highly ecient interval narrowing algorithm in O(n log n) is presented for solving the
2n-tuple sorting constraint.
The sorting relation sort is generalized as below [43].
x1; . . . ; xn; y1; . . . ; yn; o1; . . . ; on 2 sort
iff
o1; . . . ; on is a permutation of1; . . . ; n;
y16 y2; . . . ; ynÿ16 yn; x1  yo1 ; . . . ; xn  yon :
Firstly, the permutation constraint can be stated in NCL:
6i21;n oi; 8i 2 1; n oi 2 1; n; 26
Next, we add the precedence constraint:
8i 2 1; nÿ 1 yi6 yi1; 27
Finally, the ith element constraint is more strict than that in Ref. [43]:
8i 2 1; n 8j 2 1; n oi6 j! xi6 yj; xi < yj ! oi < j; 28
8i 2 1; nÿ 1 8j 2 i 1; n oi6 oj ! xi6 xj; xi < xj ! oi < oj: 29
Finally, as explained in Ref. [37], the sorting constraint can be added as a redun-
dant constraint:
" f8i 2 1; n‘xi’g ! 8i 2 1; n yi 30
Note that the small dierence is that in Ref. [37] n sortk’s over one tuple of vari-
ables are used while here one sorting constraint sort over two tuples of variables is
imposed. The operational semantics wanted are the same, but the latter is more
ecient; see Ref. [3].
6.5.2. Reformulating the partial sum constraint
In Refs. [38,39], to enhance pruning power for solving the job-shop problem, a
delicate constraint more strict than the partial sum constraint is used:
x P min
Sfd1 ;...;dng
]Sm
X
d2S
d
subject to :
If domoi  j; k then di 2 S:
If domoi \ j; k  ; then di 62 S:

This constraint is implemented at a low level to improve the performance of the
constraint program in Ref. [39]. In NCL, this can be done easily by introducing a set
variable A:
A  1; n; x P
X
i2A
di; ]A  m; 8i 2 1; n oi 2 j; k  i 2 A: 31
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The above constraints give a good example of cooperation of integer, Boolean
and set constraints. This is one of the motivations for designing and implementing
the present language, and it well illustrates the expressivity of NCL.
6.5.3. Specifying the search strategy
In Ref. [37], complex search strategy for solving the job-shop problem is used. The
search can be stated in NCL in a simple and concise way. We recall that there are m
machines and n jobs, xi;j and yi;j are release and due dates of job j on machine i; ui;j
and vi;j are release and due dates of sorted jth job on machine i, and oi;j is the order-
ing of job j on machine i.
First we select among the m machines the critical machine i according to the cri-
terion that the uncertainty of the sorted dates of the jobs be minimum:
8i 2 1;m ! min
Xn
j1
Dui;j
 
 Dvi;j
!
: 32
Then on the critical machine i we select critical job j according to three successive
criteria:
8j 2 Jobs! 
min
P
k2Doi;j
Dui;kDvi;k
Doi;j
;
max
Pm
k1 Dok;j;
max xi;j  xi;j ÿ
P
k2Doi;j
ui;kui;k
Doi;j
 

33
Once the critical machine and job are fixed, we enumerate the permutation vari-
able oi;j according to the enumeration specification between the parentheses:
oi;j  ? xi;j  xi;j <
P
k2Doi;j
ui;kui;k
Doi;j
?):(; 34
Here the enumeration specification means: If
xi;j  xi;j <
P
k2Doi;j ui;k  ui;k
Doi;j
;
oi;j’s lower half should be explored first, otherwise its upper half should be examined
first.
6.6. Formulating set partitioning constraints
For vehicle routing and crew scheduling problems [13], the solving of set parti-
tioning constraints is of critical importance. One problem concerned is an assign-
ment problem: Given m vehicles and n requests for transport service, how to
dispatch vehicles to meet the demand?
Conventionally, as by mathematical programming, the problem is formulated as
below by introducing Boolean variables aij (aij is true i vehicle i is assigned to
request j):
true; 8i 2 1;m 8j 2 1; n ai;j _ true; 35
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8j 2 1; n
X
i21;m
ai;j  1: 36
A more natural and more eective formulation can be given in NCL by introduc-
ing set variables Ai (j 2 Ai if and only if vehicle i is assigned to request j).
The Ai’s are a covering of 1; n:[
i21;m
Ai  1; n; 37
The Ai’s are disjoint sets:
¿ i21;mAi; 38
For example, with the following constraints added:
m  5; n  10; 39
8i 2 1;m Ai  1;3;5;7;8;3;5;7;9;10; ]Ai  2; 40
with the query:
8i 2 1;m Ai  ?: 41
We get two solutions:
A1  1; 2; A2  3; 4; A3  5; 6; A4  7; 8; A5  9; 10:
A1  1; 2; A2  3; 4; A3  5; 6; A4  f7; 9g; A5  f8; 10g:
6.7. Modeling the traveling salesman problem
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a special case of the vehicle routing
problem. It corresponds to the routing problem of a single vehicle. The problem
is: A salesman needs to plan the itinerary of his travel to cities 2; . . . ; n so as to
minimize travel time. His origin city is 1 and destination is n. Regarding city i,
his arrival time t1i and departure time t2i is constrained in a time interval. If we
use oi to denote the visiting order to city i, the problem can be formulated in
NCL as follows.
The visiting order is a permutation of 1; . . . ; n:
8i 2 1; n oi 2 1; n; 6i21;n oi; 42
The salesman starts from city 1 and returns to city n.
o1  1; on  n; 43
The distances (or minimum travel time) between the cities are to be input:
8i 2 1; nÿ 1 8j 2 i 1; n di;j  ; 44
The time intervals are to be input:
8i 2 1; n t1i 2 ;; t2i 2 ;; 45
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The time constraints are imposed:
8i 2 1; nÿ 1 8j 2 i 1; n oi6 oj ! t1j P t2i  di;j
oj6 oi ! t1i P t2j  dj;i
 
; 46
The goal is:
min t2n
 
ÿ t11 ÿ
X
i21;n
t2i ÿ t1i
!
: 47
The query is:
8i 2 1; n oi  ?: 48
7. Conclusions and perspectives
Using constraint programming for solving complex combinatorial problems is
‘‘well justified’’ by the complexity theory. NP-completeness theorem provides a
convincing argument. Firstly, P 6NP is commonly conjectured: Unless PNP,
no polynomial time algorithm exists for an NP-complete or NP-hard problem. Sec-
ondly, except for approximation methods that compute approximate solutions, per-
haps all existing optimization methods for solving NP-complete or NP-hard
problems are of an enumerative nature: tree search algorithms which in the worst
case require exponential time [22,29]. Based on such an observation, Ref. [22] con-
cludes: Establishing NP-completeness of a problem provides important information on
the quality of the algorithm that one can hope to find, which makes it easier to accept
the computational burden of enumerative methods or to face the inevitability of a heu-
ristic approach.
Thus, on one hand, heuristic approaches can be very eective in practical applica-
tions. On the other hand, constrained global search is a natural approach to solving
hard combinatorial problems: using constraints to prune the search tree and globally
control the search behavior, thus containing combinatorial explosion. Moreover,
nothing prevents the use of heuristics in constraint programming: Ideas in heuristic
approaches can be borrowed to design search strategies. In this sense, constraint pro-
gramming by constrained global search is a more judicious choice for solving com-
binatorial problems.
Based on the above observations, this paper mainly presents theoretical compo-
nents of a natural constraint language which combines Boolean logic, integer con-
straints and set reasoning for solving combinatorial problems. Mainly the
following has been presented:
• an integrated constraint framework that strongly combines Boolean logic, integer
constraints and set reasoning,
• a natural syntax accommodating a rich set of conventional constraints with flex-
ible logical and meta-level control and reasoning mechanisms,
• a few applications of the language.
The NCL system has been used at Inria for solving a real world transportation
problem [11]. In the author’s thesis, benchmark has also been made on a set of puz-
zles. As a specific language for solving combinatorial problems, NCL’s performance
is competitive (with a ratio under a small factor) to C++ libraries such as ILOG
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Solver. What is notable is that all the results presented so far are obtained using the
interpreter (while not compiler) of NCL. Compared to ecient constraint solvers, a
good point of NCL is its high expressivity and flexibility of stating and solving com-
plex constraints. Compared to modeling languages such as AMPL, NCL also exhibits
bigger expressive power. What also merits attention is: NCL is a fully integrated con-
straint solving system, while not a script language over an existing constraint solver;
NCL’s dynamic constraint solving (the solving of quantified and/or dynamic con-
straints) also distinguishes itself from conventional constraint solvers like ILOG
Solver.
For future work, it is interesting to integrate new constraint domains such as the
reals [2]. It is also interesting to borrow ideas from other languages and systems
such as AMPL, CHIP, ECLiPSe, ILOG Solver, OZ as well as CLP(FD) [7]. Zhou’s
work [42] on compilation of CLP(FD) is inspiring. His techniques may be useful
for the development of a compiler version of NCL. Finally, on planning and sched-
uling issues, it is interesting to incorporate ecient techniques or ideas from Refs.
[4,6,36].
An academic version of NCL is downloadable from:
http : ==www:loria:fr=  zhou=ziran:html:
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